Design of surgical randomized controlled trials involving multiple interventions.
Surgical trials evaluating multiple interventions can be carried out by using parallel or factorial trial design. The optimal trial method has not been established. Trials involving interventions to facilitate day-case laparoscopic cholecystectomy have been chosen to illustrate the strengths and weaknesses of these two trials designs. The parallel trial design is simple to design and interpret, but requires multiple randomized controlled trials to assess multiple interventions. It does not detect interactions between the interventions. Factorial trial design allows reduction in overall sample size and allows for exploration of interactions. However, it is not suitable when interventions are mutually exclusive, and it is associated with a higher risk of type I and type II statistical errors. Increased sample size is required in trials in which there are group interactions, which are present in a small proportion of the interventions. Both parallel trial design and factorial trial design have their advantages and disadvantages in the assessment of multiple interventions that can be applied in conjunction. Modifications to the factorial trial design appear to overcome many of the shortcomings of factorial trial design but require further increase in sample size to decrease type I and type II errors. In practice, the choice of trial design for multiple surgical interventions depends on the potential costs of type I and type II errors and the risk of missing important antagonistic and negative interactions.